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Premium Consulting

Contact us and let us advise you!

• Cynthia Liliana Yáñez Acuña

Tax Manager

cynthia.yanez@jadelrio.com

If you are not applying this in the way that you would like to, at JA Del Río we can 

help you review your receipts en masse and in a standardized manner, and we can 

advise you on the issuance of the electronic invoice (CFDI) that covers payments.

Are you sure that all your issued vouchers comply with the filling 

specifications indicated in the Guidelines?

Do you ensure that all your receipts received comply with the fiscal 

requirements and filling specifications established in the Guidelines?

Do you issue electronic invoices (CFDI) that incorporate an addendum for receiving payments or Income Electronic Invoice for 

each payment received?

• Leonardo Daniel Gámez Sánchez

Associate | Monterrey Office
leonardo@jadelrio.com

mailto:cynthia.yanez@jadelrio.com
mailto:leonardo@jadelrio.com
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Agenda
• Chronology of the obligation to issue receipts for 

payments in installments

• Current rationale

• Electronic Invoice that covers received payments

o Options to comply with the obligation to issue 
electronic invoices to cover received payments

o Term for the issuance of the electronic invoice 
that covers received payments

• Electronic invoice (CFDI) – Complement for
payments received

• CFDI 3.3 Annex 20 that covers payments

• Common mistakes and bad practices on the 
issuance of the electronic invoice
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Chronology of the obligation to issue receipts for 
payments in installments

Until 2010: 
Preprinted
vouchers

2012: 
CFD

2014: 
CFDI v3.2

2018: 
CFDI v3.3
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Current rationale for invoices 
for payments received
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Current rationale

Article 29- A, section VII, clause a) of the Federal Tax Code
When the compensation is paid in a single exhibition, at the
moment the electronic invoice corresponding to the operation in
question is issued, this situation will be expressly indicated, in
addition the total amount of the operation will be included and,
when appropriate, the amount of transferred taxes will be broken
down with each of the corresponding tax rates and, where
appropriate, the amount of taxes withheld.
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Current rationale

Article 29- A, section VII, clause b) of the Federal Tax Code
When the compensation is not paid in a single exhibition, an
electronic invoice for the full amount of the operation is issued at
the moment of the operation and afterwards, an electronic invoice
for each of the payments made will need to be issued… these must
include the folio number of the electronic invoice issued for the
total amount of the operation and it must also point out the total
amount as well as the taxes withheld and the transferred taxes,
breaking down each of the corresponding tax rates.
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Rule 2.7.1.35 RMF 2018
… when the compensations are not paid in a single exhibition,
an electronic invoice will be issued for the total value of the
operation at the time it is issued and then another electronic
invoice will be issued for each of the subsequent payments
received…
… Taxpayers who, when issuing the electronic invoice, do not
receive the payment of the compensation, must use the
mechanism contained in this rule to reflect the payment with
which the amount of the transaction is settled.

Seventh Transitory Article RMF 2018
For the purpose of the rule 2.7.1.35., taxpayers may choose to issue
electronic invoices using version 3.3 of Annex 20 without incorporating
the complement for receipt of payments until March 31, 2018.
(Until August 31st 2018, anticipated version RMF 2018)

Current rationale
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Current rationale

Regulation 2.7.1.8 RMF 2018.
For the purposes of article 29, section VI of the CFF, the tax authorities
(SAT) will publish in its portal the complements that will allow taxpayers
of specific sectors or activities, to incorporate fiscal requirements in the
electronic invoices they issue.

The addendums that the SAT publishes in its portal, will be of mandatory
use for the taxpayers this applies to, after thirty calendar days, counting
from its publication in the aforementioned portal, except when there is a
facility or provision that establishes a different period or frees them from
the use of said addendums.

For the registration of the required information in the aforementioned
addendums, the criteria established in the Filling Guides that are
published in the portal must be applied for that purpose.

Complements to incorporate tax information in the electronic invoice
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SAT Confirmation
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SAT Confirmation - Translation

Notes of interest

Electronic payment receipt

On February 16, 2018, the anticipated version of the First Resolution of
Modifications to the Miscellaneous Fiscal Resolution 2018 was published, where
the deadline is extended until August 31st of this year and states so that taxpayers
can choose not to issue the invoice with supplement for the reception of
payments (electronic receipt) and can instead continue issuing an income invoice
for partial or deferred payments, as long as it is related to the invoice that is being
paid, according to the following relation keys:

08 Invoice generated by payments in installments
09 Invoice generated by deferred payments
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Electronic invoice
that covers

payments received
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Electronic invoices that incorporate complement for 
payments received (CPR), complying with the 
requirements that we already know.

Options to comply with the obligation to issue 
electronic invoices to cover received payments

Income type electronic invoice, relating the electronic 
invoice to which the payment is applied, using the following keys, as 
the case may be:

08 - Invoice issued for payments in partialities
09 - Invoice issued for deferred payments

Convenience applicable until August 31st, 2018

CFDI  
Income
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Term for issuance of the electronic invoice that 
covers payments received

CFDI   
Complement 
for payments 

received 

Electronic Invoice 
3.3 Annex 20

covering 
payments

No later than the tenth calendar day of the month
immediately following the corresponding payment
or received payments.

At the time payment is received.
Taxpayers must provide the tax authorities (SAT) or the electronic
invoice (CFDI) provider, as the case may be, with the digital tax receipt
online, within twenty-four hours, at the latest, after the transaction,
act or activity that triggered the obligation to issue it.
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CFDI-
Complement
for Payments

Received

Income
Electronic Invoice

(Annex 20)
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CFDI   

Complement for
payments received
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Printed
representation of

the CRP
(Complement)
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Electronic Invoice 3.3 

Annex 20

(to cover payments

received)
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Doubts about the filling of the income 
electronic invoice that covers payments

What code should you indicate in the “Use of the CFDI” when 
this invoice covers payments?

What code should you indicate in the payment method when 
this invoice covers payments?

What type of exchange rate should you indicate when this 
invoice covers payments, the one that corresponds to the 
date of payment?

What value should be indicated in the amount when this 
invoice covers payments?

What unit of measurement should you indicate when 
this invoice covers payments?

What should be indicated in the description when this 
invoice covers payments?

What product or service code should you indicate when 
this invoice covers payments?

In the unit value field, should the amount of the payment be 
set before taxes?
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Tenth Transitory Article RMF 2018
For the purposes of articles 29, fraction III and 29-A, fractions V and IX of the CFF,
when the taxpayers register a unit of measure, a product code or a service that
does not correspond to the products or services or to the unit of measurement
invoiced, until June 30, 2018, such situation will not be considered an infraction
of the fiscal provisions, provided that the aforementioned product, service or
unit of measurement is correctly described in the fields "Description" ,"Quantity"
and "Unit"of the electronic invoice.

In the event that the authority detects in any return request or in the exercise of
verification powers, that there is a discrepancy between the unit of measure key,
product key or service with the description indicated in the "Description",
"Quantity" fields "And" Unit "of the CFDI, the description indicated in these last
fields will take precendence.

Amnesty for errors on the unit of measure and the 
product code
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Common mistakes and bad 
practices on the issuance of the 
electronic invoice
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Most common errors found in issued and received 
electronic invoices

Form of payment: PPD- Payment in installments or deferred
Payment method: 03- Electronic funds transfer

Form of payment : PUE- Payment in one single payment
Payment method : 99- To be defined

Form of payment : PPD- Partial or deferred payments
Payment method : 99- To be defined

Form of payment : PUE- Payment in one single payment
Payment method : 03- Electronic funds transfer
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Bad practices in the issuance of invoices

1. Requiring any details other than the RFC. When requesting an invoice it is only necessary that
you verbally provide your RFC, any additional information is not required for its issuance.
There are applications that require such details as a requirement to obtain an invoice. We
encourage issuers to modify their applications and avoid any inconveniences for their clients.

2. Increase of the cost of the product or service when an invoice is requested. The price must
already include VAT, regardless of whether the invoice is requested or not.

3. Forcing the recipient to generate the invoice in a portal. If you so require it, you should
receive the invoice in the establishment where the operation is carried out and at the time of
carrying it out.

4. Denying the issuance of the invoice because it was not requested at the time of the
transaction. The invoice can be issued later, provided it is requested in the same year.

5. Register a payment form other than the one used or registering it without being paid. The
form of payment must be registered when it is made.

6. Mandatory request to indicate the use that will be given to the invoice. If the receiver does
not provide it, use the key: P01: To be defined.

7. Not issuing the invoice when advance payments are received. When advance payments are
received, each one must be invoiced.

https://www.gob.mx/sat/prensa/com2018_009

https://www.gob.mx/sat/prensa/com2018_009
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• In accordance with the provisions of article 29-A, fraction IX, third paragraph of
the Federal Fiscal Code (CFF), the amounts that are covered by tax receipts that
do not meet any of the requirements established in the different fiscal provisions,
may not be deducted or credited fiscally.

• It is considered an infraction, to not issue, deliver or put at the disposal of the
clients the electronic invoice, when the fiscal dispositions establish it, or to send
them without the requirements indicated in the CFF, in its Regulation or in the
general rules that the tax authorities have issued. The sanction amounts to
$13,570.00 to $77,580.00 (Article 83, fraction VII and 84, fraction IV of the CFF)

What happens if electronic invoices are not issued or if 
they are issued without tax requirements?
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Premium Consulting

Contact us and let us advise you!

• Cynthia Liliana Yáñez Acuña

Tax Manager

cynthia.yanez@jadelrio.com

If you are not applying this in the way that you would like to, at JA Del Río we can 

help you review your receipts in full in a standardized manner, and we can advise 

you on the issuance of the electronic invoice (CFDI) that covers payments.

Are you sure that all your issued invoices comply with the filling 

specifications indicated in the Guidelines?

Do you ensure that all your receipts received comply with the fiscal 

requirements and filling specifications established in the Guidelines?

Do you issue electronic invoices (CFDI) that incorporate the complement for payments received or Income Electronic Invoice for 

each payment received?

• Leonardo Daniel Gámez Sánchez

Associate | Monterrey Office
leonardo@jadelrio.com
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